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WHO SHOULD READ THIS REPORT

This report provides:

▪ forecasts for the number of pay-TV households and services, 

premium OTT video users, their retail revenue (spend) and 

average spend per user (ASPU)

▪ forecasts split by pay-TV platform: cable (analogue and 

digital), IPTV, pay DTT, satellite (DTH) and operator OTT.1

Operator OTT and third-party OTT are split by category of OTT 

video service – linear channels, linear events, TVoD (rental), 

TVoD (ownership) and SVoD

▪ forecasts for five individual countries and the Middle East 

and North Africa as a whole.
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About this report

1 The full definition of the term ‘Operator OTT’ is articulated in the appendix at the end of this report. In short, this term refers to 

OTT video services offered by telecoms operators and also by pay-TV providers that have previously provided traditional pay-TV 

services. 

▪ Product and strategy managers within pay-TV providers and operators 

who require market sizing for business planning purposes, as well as an 

overview of the key trends that are affecting the market in order to help 

them to develop propositions accordingly.

▪ Business development managers within vendors of video solutions who 

need to assess the size of the opportunity for their products and 

services.

▪ Financial analysts who need to understand the dynamics and the size of 

the pay-TV market and its interaction with OTT video services.

GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE

Region modelled:

▪ Middle East and North Africa 

(MENA)

Countries modelled individually 

(additional in-depth coverage is 

provided for those in bold):

▪ Egypt 

▪ Oman

▪ Saudi Arabia

▪ Qatar

▪ UAE

KEY METRICS

▪ Pay-TV households and 

connections

▪ OTT video users

▪ Retail revenue (spend)

▪ ASPU

Pay TV is split by the following 

access technologies:

▪ cable (analogue and digital, 

CATV)

▪ IPTV

▪ pay digital terrestrial TV (DTT)

▪ satellite (DTH)

▪ operator OTT1

▪ third-party (non-operator) OTT

OTT video is split as follows:

▪ linear – channels (paid-for and 

free)

▪ linear – events

▪ TVoD (rental and ownership)

▪ SVoD (paid-for and free)
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The COVID-19 pandemic will affect each country’s economy to a 

varying extent. The region’s dependence on oil will be an 

important factor: the price of a barrel of oil fell by over 40% 

between December 2019 and June 2020, then recovered slightly 

during 2H 2020. Algeria, Iran, Iraq and the countries in the Gulf 

Co-operation Council (GCC)1 will be the most affected by this 

severe drop in oil. The size of the expatriate population in the GCC 

is also expected to decline significantly and this will have an 

effect on pay-TV subscriptions.

The lockdowns associated with the pandemic affected viewing 

habits in the region: in Saudi Arabia, evening and night-time 

viewing of VoD content soared during lockdown; in the UAE, Netflix 

viewership increased by 26% in March 2020; in Oman, the TRA 

noted a 140% increase in the number of users of Netflix in March. 

The pandemic added a small boost to SVoD and TVoD revenue in 

2020.

Disruption to sports coverage yielded the greatest negative 

impact to the TV and video market and, accordingly, traditional 

pay-TV subscriptions and OTT linear channel and event services 

suffered lost revenue primarily in 2Q 2020. beIN, the company 

with the greatest exposure to this disruption in the region, offered 

free upgrades to users, cash credit and credit to be used for its 

on-demand services in order to keep customers happy. It also 

withheld payment to some leagues as a result of sports matches 

not being played, in order to control its costs.

Figure 3: Pay-TV and OTT retail revenue by service, showing the 

effect of COVID-19 (logarithmic scale), Middle East and North 

Africa, 2018–20212
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COVID-19: overall viewership of TV and video content increased, but disruption to 

sports coverage led to a fall in revenue for traditional pay-TV services

1 The countries in the GCC are Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the UAE.
2 The arrow denotes the change in the value due to COVID-19.
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Figure 15: Retail revenue by OTT video service type, and ASPU, 

Egypt, 2017–2025

Figure 16: Number of users by service type, Egypt, 2017–2025

1 Includes paying users of OTT video services, but also users on free trials of paid-for services and customers that gain inclusive 

access to an otherwise paid-for service as a result of a bundle with, for example, telecoms services.

Egypt: more new entrants arrived in 2020; OSN Streaming and JawwyTV, in 

particular, improve the prospects for growth in subscriber numbers
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OTT video services were slow to gain momentum in Egypt. Limited 

connectivity and low income levels made the market less 

appealing for new entrants. This changed in 2020, as Telecom 

Egypt improved connectivity. Weyyak TV, JawwyTV and YouTube 

Premium entered the market in 2020. Etisalat’s new OTT service 

went live in April 2020. These factors boosted ASPU in 2020.

Establised players are responding by forging partnerships. Starz 

Play partnered with Apple TV in 3Q 2020. In the same month, 

Vodafone struck an agreement with OSN to bundle OSN 

Streaming, which replaces WAVO and includes access to the 

coveted Disney Plus content available exclusively via OSN. Local 

player WATCH iT partners with Telecom Egypt.

OTT VIDEO MARKET KPIs 2025

€

PER MONTH

151
1555
THOUSAND

$
SVoD

TVoD

Linear
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Consulting

We deliver tangible benefits to clients across the telecoms 

industry: 

▪ communications and digital service providers, vendors, 

financial and strategic investors, private equity and 

infrastructure funds, governments, regulators, broadcasters 

and service and content providers

Our sector specialists understand the distinct local challenges 

facing clients, in addition to the wider effects of global forces.

We are future-focused and help clients understand the challenges 

and opportunities new technology brings.

Research

Our dedicated team of analysts track and forecast the different 

services accessed by consumers and enterprises.

We offer detailed insight into the software, infrastructure and 

technology delivering those services.

Clients benefit from regular and timely intelligence, and direct 

access to analysts.
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Analysys Mason’s consulting and research are uniquely positioned

Analysys Mason’s consulting services and research portfolio
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Research from Analysys Mason
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Consulting from Analysys Mason
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